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The functional principal components analysis (PCA) involves new considerations
on the mechanism of measuring distances (the norm). Some properties arising in
functional framework (e.g., smoothing) could be taken into account through an
inner product in the data space. But this proposed inner product could make, for
example, interpretational or (and) computational abilities worse. The results
obtained in this paper establish equivalences between the PCA with the proposed
inner product and certain PCA with a given well-suited inner product. These results
have been proved in the theoretical framework given by Hilbert valued random
variables, in which multivariate and functional PCAs appear jointly as particular
cases.  1999 Academic Press
AMS classification numbers: 60G12, 46C05, 47B40, 46A35.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The principal components analysis (PCA), which was developed for
multivariate data, has been extended to the case in which data are func-
tions. As it can be seen in [4, 6], the majority of the multivariate techniques
have led to equivalent techniques over functional data. Unlike the multivariate
case, the main distinction of functional data is the smoothing characteristics.
For example, in [5, 8], the smoothing behaviour of functional data is
measured by a Sobolev inner product, that is, by a special norm (geometrical
structure) in the functional data space.
The present paper is devoted to the study of some problems arising when
an inner product is proposed in the data space. First, smoothing with
respect to an inner product different to the usual L2 geometry may improve
the estimation accuracy (see [3]) and the interpretation (see [5]) of func-
tional PCA. Second, the computational abilities can get worse when the
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well-known usual L2 norm is replaced. Then, as it can be seen in [3, 5, 8],
the idea to solve these problems has been to find mechanisms to establish
equivalences between the PCA with a proposed inner product and a certain
PCA with respect to the L2 inner product, which will improve some desired
aspects. In our present study, a property over two arbitrary inner products,
which are both defined in a data space, is studied in order to establish the
relationship between their PCAs. In fact, the main result to be proved is
that the PCA with the proposed inner product in a data space is equivalent
to the PCA with a well-suited inner product of the transformed data.
This paper is set out as follows. The theoretical framework is provided
by Hilbert valued random variables in Section 2. The advantage of this
context is that all the results could be easily particularized to other kind of
data, as for example, those drawn from a multivariate stochastic process,
random fields, etc. Section 3 is devoted to define the PCA of a Hilbert
valued random variable and to obtain some properties about its related
decompositions. So the central role in the PCA played by the inner
product, which is defined over the space of data, is shown. In Section 4, the
problem of how to relate PCAs with respect to two different inner products
is considered. First, a general property for two inner products is presented,
and some characterizations of such a property are obtained. Then, for two
inner products verifying this property, some results establishing relation-
ships between their corresponding PCAs are proved. These results are
inspired in the ones obtained in [8] for continuous-time stochastic processes.
In fact, Section 5 contains a generalization of the theoretical results obtained
in that paper.
2. THEORETICAL SETTINGS
Let (0, A, P) denote a probability space, and let (H, (V, V) H) be a real
separable Hilbert space, where (V, V) H is its inner product and BH is its
_-field. Let us denote the set of second order H-valued random variables by
L2(0; H)={X : 0 [ H :
X is BHA-measurable
|
0
&X(w)&2H dP(w)<= ,
where &h&H=(h, h) 12H , for all h # H. It is known that L
2(0; H) can be
regarded as a Hilbert space with the inner product
(X, Y) L2 (0; H)=|
0
(X(w), Y(w)) H dP(w), \X, Y # L2(0; H).
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Definition 2.1. Given X # L2(0; H), we will consider the following
elements:
v The mean, denoted by E[X], is defined as the unique element in H
such that
(h, E[X])H=|
0
(h, X(w))H dP(w), \h # H.
From now, X will denote the centered H-valued random variable defined
by
X (w)=X(w)&E[X], \w # 0.
v The operator UX : H [ L2(0; R) defines, for each f # H, a real
valued random variable, denoted by UX ( f ), as
UX ( f )(w)=( f, X (w))H , \w # 0,
where L2(0; R) denotes the space of second order real valued random
variables.
Note that UX is a bounded linear operator and, from an interpretational
point of view, it might be considered as the constructor of all ‘‘generalized’’
linear combinations of X , being the elements of H (through the inner
product (V, V)H) the heights of such combinations.
v The covariance operator, denoted by CX : H [ H, is a positive
semidefinite operator characterized by
(CX ( f ), g) H=E[UX ( f ) UX (g)], \f, g # H.
Now, some immediate properties of ‘‘generalized’’ linear combinations of
X are shown as follows.
Corollary 2.2. The random variables of UX (H)L2(0; R) satisfy the
following properties:
(1) E[UX ( f )]=0, \f # H;
(2) Cov[UX ( f ), UX (g)]=(CX ( f ), g) H , \f, g # H;
(3) Var[UX ( f )]=(CX ( f ), f ) H , \f # H.
To finish this section, we shall show the behaviour of the above elements
against a linear transform. For any bounded linear operator L: (H, (V, V)H)
[ (G, (V, V) G), being (G, (V, V) G) another Hilbert space, we consider the
G-valued random variable, denoted by L(X ), which is defined by L(X)(w)
=L(X(w)), \w # 0. Let us notice that L(X ) is a random variable because
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L is a continuous operator. As far as L is a bounded linear operator, the
existence of its adjoint operator, denoted by L*, is assured. Moreover, L*
is also a bounded linear operator characterized by
(g, L( f ))G=(L*(g), f ) H , \f # H, \g # G.
Lemma 2.3. Given X # L2(0; H), let L: (H, (V, V) H) [ (G, (V, V) G) be
a bounded linear operator. Then, the following statements hold :
(1) L(X ) # L2(0; G),
(2) E[L(X )]=L(E[X]),
(3) UL(X )=UX b L*,
(4) CL(X )=L b CX b L*.
Proof. This stems from the definitions of each element of L(X) (see [1]).
K
3. ORTHOGONAL EXPANSIONS, A SPECIAL CASE: PCA
We will first of all consider X # L2(0; H), which is to be centered without
loss of generality. Let B=[ei : i # I] be an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert
space H, with I=[1, 2, ...]N. As we are considering separable Hilbert
spaces, then countable bases can be considered.
Since B is an orthonormal basis in H, X admits, for each w # 0, an
expansion convergent in H given by
X(w)= :
i # I
’ i (w) e i , (1)
where the coefficients are defined by
’i (w)=(ei , X(w)) H=UX (ei)(w), \i # I.
Therefore, we could regard series in (1) as a pointwise orthogonal expan-
sion of the random variable X in terms of the real valued random variables
[’i : i # I].
Apart from this fact, the series given by (1) could be considered in
L2(0; H). More precisely, we are going to prove that the expansion (1)
converges in the space L2(0; H).
Proposition 3.1. Given X # L2(0; H), with E[X]=0, and an orthonormal
basis B=[ei : i # I] in H, then the following series is convergent:
:
i # I
Var[UX (e i)]=E[&X&2H].
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Proof. This is derived from the fact that the series i # I UX (ei)2 converges
everywhere to &X&2H , and by using the Dominated Convergence Theorem
(see [1]). K
Proposition 3.2. The series in (1) converges in L2(0; H).
Proof. This stems from Proposition 3.1 (see [1]). K
3.1. Principal Components Analysis
This kind of analysis can arise, from the above theoretical framework, as
a method to obtain an optimal orthogonal expansion for a given Hilbert
valued random variable X.
Such as we have proved in Proposition 3.1, an orthogonal expansion of
X leads to an expansion of its variability in terms of the variabilities of its
coordinates, which are determined from the chosen orthonormal basis.
Also, the orthogonal expansion of X, as given in (1), could be truncated in
the q th term to obtain an approximation to X, X (q)=iq ’ie i , whose
mean square error is given by
E[&X&X (q)&2H]=E _" :i>q ’i ei"
2
H&= :i>q Var[’i ].
As we are considering countable bases, an iterative method could be
defined to find the coordinates with highest variability in each step, and so
minimizing at the same time the above mean square error. The main objec-
tive would be to provide a sequence of real valued random variables,
denoted by [i : i # I=[1, 2, ...]] and called principal components (p.c.’s),
such as
v [i : i # N]UX (SH), where SH=[h # H : &h&H=1],
v 1=Arg Max
’ # UX (SH )
Var[’],
v if i>1, then i=Arg Max
’ # UX (SH )
Var[’], E[ j’]=0, \ j<i.
Equivalently, the above iterative method could be formulated as a search
of a sequence [ fi : i # I]SH whose elements, called principal factors
(p.f.’s), verify
v f1=Arg Max
h # SH
(CX (h), h)H ,
v if i>1, then fi=Arg Max
h # SH
(CX (h), h) H , (CX ( fj), h) H=0, \ j<i,
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in such a way that
i=UX ( fi), \i1. (2)
The previous functional problem formulated in H has been treated,
among others, in [7], where they establish the equivalence with the spectral
decomposition of the covariance operator. That is, PCA is obtained from
the eigensystem
CX ( fi)=*i f i , \i # I, (3)
where the eigenvalues are sorted in a decreasing order, *i*i+1 , \i # I, and
their p.c.’s are obtained as in Eq. (2). For Eq. (3) we could also select an
orthonormal basis in H as p.f.’s. So we will suppose that ( fi , f j)H=$(i, j),
for any i, j # I, with H=Lin[ f i : i # I]. This orthonormal property is trans-
lated to the p.c.’s as the following orthogonal property in L2(0; R),
E[i j]=(CX ( fi), fj) H=*i $(i, j), \i, j # I.
Moreover, it can be proved that [i : *i>0] is an orthogonal basis of
UX (H); observe that if *i=0, then i=0 (a.e.).
Apart from the above properties of the elements arising in a PCA, which
will be summarized in the following proposition, the own definition of
functional PCA can be modified by substituting the constraint which
defines the i th p.f. by ( fj , h)H=0, \ j<i, because of Eq. (3).
Proposition 3.3. Let [(*i , fi): i # I] be an eigensystem of the covariance
operator CX , in such a way that [ fi] is an orthonormal basis in H and
[*i]R are sorted in a decreasing order. Then the following conditions hold :
v [ fi : i # I] determine a PCA from Eq. (2);
v its associated p.c.’s [i : i # I] are uncorrelated real valued random
variables, whose variances are the eigenvalues of the covariance operator;
v [*i] is a decreasing sequence of nonnegative real values converging to
zero. K
4. GEOMETRICAL MODIFICATION
Now, let (H, {) be a Hilbert space, with inner product {, and let B{
denote its _-field. We will consider a H-valued random variable, X : (0, A, P)
[ (H, B{), measurable with respect to {, that is, X is B{A measurable.
In this context, we will attempt to introduce a new geometrical structure
in H, which will be defined by a new inner product \. Thus, our main
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objective will be to study PCA of X with respect to \ in the geometrical
framework given by {.
4.1. Some Considerations about the New Inner Product
In this section, some properties about the new inner product \ will be
proposed to maintain relationship with the initial geometrical framework
given by {.
One of the basic properties to be assumed on the new inner product
should keep the measurability property of X, that is, X: 0 [ H must also
be measurable with the inner product \ in H. One way to achieve that
might be to impose B\ B{ , and this could be obtained by supposing
T\ T{ , being T\ and T{ the topologies defined by the corresponding
norms of \ and {, respectively. An algebraic meaning of this assertion
appears in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose (H, {) is an inner product space, and let
\: H_H [ R be another inner product. Then, the following assertions are
equivalent:
(1) T\T{ ;
(2) \ is continuous over the topological space (H_H, T{ T{);
(3) there exists K>0 such that \( f, f )K2{( f, f ), \ f # H.
Proof. (1) O (2). As \ is an inner product, it is a continuous function
over the topological space (H_H, T\ T\). Then, \ is also continuous
over (H_H, T{ T{) by Assumption (1).
(2) O (3). This statement is established by taking into account the
characterization of a continuous bilinear function. For such a function, \,
there exists a constant K>0 such that
|\( f, g)|K 2 & f &{ &g&{ , \ f, g # H. (4)
(3) O (1). For the open neighbourhood B\(r)=[ f # H : \( f, f )<r2]
(for any constant r>0) of the topology T\ , we consider the open
neighbourhood B{(K&1r)=[ f # H : {( f, f )<K&2r2] of the topology T{ ,
which verifies that B{(K&1r)B\(r) because of the considered assumption.
Thus, this yields T\ T{ . K
Definition 4.2. An inner product in H satisfying one of the equivalent
statements established in Proposition 4.1 will be called a continuous inner
product for {.
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Proposition 4.3. Let us consider a Hilbert space (H, {), and let \ be a
continuous inner product for {. Then, there exists an unique operator
T: H [ H characterized by
\( f, g)={(T( f ), g), \ f, g # H. (5)
Proof. Given f # H, let us consider the mapping #f : (H, {) [ R, which is
defined by #f (g)=\( f, g), \g # H. Due to the continuous assumption of \,
#f is a continuous linear functional over the Hilbert space (H, {). Thus the
Riesz Representation Theorem assures the existence of an element in H,
which will be denoted by T( f ), such that #f (g)={(T( f ), g), \g # H. K
Observe that there exists a main distinction on assumptions between the
two above results. This is based on the fact that Hilbert property is not
required in Proposition 4.1, but it is in the other one. In what follows, we
will assume that (H, {) is an inner product and that \ is any continuous
inner product for {.
We will now devote on the operator arising in the characterization of a
continuous inner product. Some properties of this operator will depend on
the geometrical structures to be considered in H, which are defined by each
of the two inner products { and \, respectively.
Proposition 4.4. Let T be the operator corresponding to the continuous
inner product \, as established in Proposition 4.3. The operator T satisfies the
following properties:
(1) T is linear;
(2) if we consider T: (H, {) [ (H, {), then it is continuous, symmetric
and positive definite;
(3) if we consider T: (H, \) [ (H, {), then it is continuous.
Proof. Given any h1 , h2 # H and any :, ; # R, we have
{(T(:h1+;h2 ), f )=\(:h1+;h2 , f )=:\(h1 , f )+;\(h2 , f )
=:{(T(h1), f )+;{(T(h2), f )
={(:T(h1)+;T(h2), f ), \ f # H.
Thus we conclude that T(:h1+;h2)=:T(h1)+;T(h2).
The symmetric property is obtained as
{(T(h), f )=\(h, f )=\( f, h)={(T( f ), h)={(h, T( f )), \ f, h # H,
and the positive definite property of T is derived because \ is positive
definite.
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We now consider the continuity property of T over (H, {). Given any
f # H, we obtain
&T( f )&{= sup
&h&{=1
{(T( f ), h)= sup
&h&{=1
\( f, h),
and it follows from Eq. (4) that &T( f )&{K 2 & f &{ . Thus T is a bounded
linear operator over (H, {).
On the other hand, given any f # H, it follows from the Schwarz
Inequality that
&T( f )&2{={(T( f ), T( f ))=\( f, T( f ))& f &\ &T( f )&\ .
By using Property 3 of Proposition 4.1, we have &T( f )&\K &T( f )&{ . Thus,
from the two previous expressions we obtain &T( f )&2{& f &\ K &T( f )&{ , and
then &T( f )&{K & f &\ . K
4.2. Geometrical Modification Effects on PCA
Let (H, {) be a Hilbert space, as geometrical reference, and let X : (0, A, P)
[ (H, B{ ) be a H-valued random variable in L2(0; H, {). Let \ be any
continuous inner product for {, with T the associated operator as estab-
lished in Proposition 4.3.
In the previous section, we have just studied some geometrical results
arising when the inner product space (H, \) is considered. Notice that
(H, \) is not supposed a Hilbert space. By using these results, we shall now
attempt to study how to perfom PCA of X with \. We begin studying how
to obtain the elements that define the PCA of X with \.
Proposition 4.5. If X # L p(0; H, {), then X # L p(0; H, \).
Proof. Observe that, for each w # 0, we have
&X(w)& p\=\(X(w), X(w))
p2K p{(X(w), X(w)) p2=K p &X(w)& p{ ,
by using Property 3 of Proposition 4.1. K
In order to study how to perform PCA of X with \, there exist two main
questions which have to be solved: the first one is on the existence of the
elements defining such a PCA, and the second one is on how such elements
could be obtained from {. The two following propositions are devoted to
these purposes.
Proposition 4.6. If the mean of X with { exists, then its mean with \
also exists and E\[X]=E{[X].
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Proof. Taking into account that E{[X] exists, it follows from the
definition of E\[X] that
|
0
\(X(w), f ) dP(w)=|
0
{(X(w), T( f )) dP(w)
={(E {[X], T( f ))=\(E {[X], f ), \ f # H. K
In this way, we conclude that the mean is invariant against continuous
geometrical changes. For this reason, in what follows we shall denote by
E[X] the mean of X in both cases (for the two inner products) and by X
the random variable given by X (w)=X(w)&E[X], \w # 0.
Proposition 4.7. Given X # L2(0; H, {), the following statements hold :
(1) X # L2(0; H, \),
(2) U\X=U
{
X b T=U
{
T(X ) ,
(3) C{T(X)(H)T(H),
(4) C\X=C
{
X b T=T
&1 b C{T(X) ,
where T&1 is defined over T(H).
Proof. First, the operator U \X : (H, \) [ L
2(0; R) is defined, for any
f # H, as
U\X ( f )(w)=\( f, X (w))={(T( f ), X (w))=U
{
X (T( f ))(w), \w # 0.
This yields U\X=U
{
X b T. Note that Property 3 of Proposition 4.4 assures
the continuity of U{X b T over (H, \). As T is a symmetric operator, we also
deduce
U{X (T( f ))(w)={( f, T(X (w)))={( f, T(X)
t
(w))=U{T(X )( f )(w), \w # 0.
Second, it follows from the definition of C\X that
\(C\X ( f ), h)=E[U
\
X ( f ) U
\
X (h)]=E[U
{
X (T( f )) U
{
X (T(h))]
={(C{X (T( f )), T(h))=\(C
{
X (T( f )), h), \ f, h # H.
Thus, it yields C\X=C
{
X b T.
On the other hand, we also obtain
{(C{T(X )( f ), h)=E[U
{
T(X )( f ) U
{
T(X )(h)]=E[U
\
X ( f ) U
\
X (h)]
=\(C\X ( f ), h)={(T(C
\
X ( f )), h), \ f, h # H.
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From this, we have C{T(X )=T b C
\
X , which yields C
{
T(X )(H)T(H) and
C\X=T
&1 b C{T(X ) . K
As T: (H, {) [ (H, {) is a symmetric positive definite operator, then there
exists its square root operator, T12: (H, {) [ (H, {), which is a symmetric
positive definite operator such that T= T12 b T12, that is,
\( f, g)={(T( f ), g)={(T12( f ), T12(g)), \ f, g # H. (10)
By considering the H-valued random variable T12(X ), then the following
assertions hold:
Corollary 4.8. (1) T12(X ) # L2(0; H, {),
(2) U{T 12 (X )=U
{
X b T
12,
(3) C{T 12 (X )=T
12 b C{X b T
12.
Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemma 2.3. K
Lemma 4.9. ( f, *) # H_R is an eigenelement of C\X if and only if
( T12( f ), *) is an eigenelement of C{T 12 (X ) .
Proof. Let us suppose that C\X ( f )=*f. By Proposition 4.7 we have
*f =C\X ( f )=C
{
X b T( f )=C
{
X b T
12(T12( f )).
By multiplicating by T12 and by using Corollary 4.8 it yields
*T12( f )= T12 b C{X b T
12(T12( f ))=C{T 12 (X ) (T
12( f )).
On the other hand, consider that C{T 12 (X )(h)=*h. It follows from
Property (3) of Corollary 4.8 that CT 12(X )(H)T12(H), then there exists
f # H such that T12( f )=h. Thus, from Property (3) of Corollary 4.8 we
have
*T12( f )=C{T 12 (X ) (T
12( f ))= T12 b C{X b T
12 b T12( f )= T12 b C{X b T( f ).
Then, by taking into account Property (4) of Proposition 4.7 we obtain
T12(*f )= T12(C{X b T( f ))= T
12(C\X ( f )),
and, as T12 is nonsingular, we conclude that *f =C\X ( f ). Hence,
(T&12s(h), *) is an eigenelement of C\X . K
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Theorem 4.10. PCA of X with \ is equivalent to PCA of T12(X ) with
{, in the sense that PCA expansions with both inner products are related in
the following way:
v X(w)=i # I fi !i (w) (PCA of X with \);
v T12(X )(w)=i # I T12( f i ) !i (w) (PCA of T12(X ) with {).
As it can be seen, the p.c.’s are the same ones, and the p. f.’s are related
by T12.
Proof. Part of this proof appears in Lemma 4.9, in which the relation-
ship between eigensystems of both PCAs is established.
Let [ fi : i # I] be an orthonormal eigensystem in (H, \), which corre-
spond to p.f.’s of X with \, that is, C\X ( fi)=*i fi , where *i0 and & fi&\=1.
Let us consider [ T12( fi): i # I]H, which satisfies
{( T12( fi), T12( fj))={(T( fi), fj)=\( f i , fj), \i, j # I.
Then, the Lemma 4.9 can be extended to the case of p.f.’s.
Finally, if follows from Proposition 4.7 and Corollary 4.8 that
U\X ( fi)=U
{
X b T( fi)=U
{
X b T
12(T12( fi))=U{T 12 (X ) (T
12( f i)),
that is, their p.c.’s are the same ones. K
5. GENERALIZATION OF SILVERMAN’S METHOD
In this section, the methodology previously described is applied to
obtain a generalization of the smoothed functional PCA, proposed in [8],
to a general framework given by Hilbert valued random variables.
Roughly speaking, the Silverman’s method consists of an alternative
approach to functional PCA of stochastic processes whose sample paths
are square integrable functions on a bounded interval. This approach is
intended to smooth functional PCA by considering a roughness penalty
function in the procedure for obtaining p.f.’s. This procedure replaces the
usual L2 orthonormality constraint on the p.f.’s by orthonormality with
respect to an inner product that takes of the roughness of the functions.
This method is implemented in practice by making use of PCA machinery
of certain transformed data with respect to the usual L2 norm.
Let (G, \) be a Hilbert space, and let SG be a linear subspace. Let
PSs denote the orthogonal projection operator onto the closed linear sub-
space S \ in (G, \). We also suppose that { is an inner product defined over
S such that (S, {) has structure of Hilbert space. Note that we could
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regard both \ and { as the global and a special geometrical structure in G
and S, respectively.
With these settings, we will assume that \ is an inner product continuous
for { in the linear space S. Then, it is known from Proposition 4.3 that
there exists a positive definite operator S2 : S [ S verifying
\( f, g)={(S2( f ), g), \f, g # S.
Let us consider X : (0, A, P) [ (G, \) a G-valued random variable,
which is centered without loss of generality. We consider the random
variable XS , defined by Xs=PS s(X ), which is in L2(0; S, \) by using
Lemma 2.3. We will assume that XS is also in L2(0; S, {).
In [8] we have that (G, \)=L2(T ) and that the smooth space, given
here by (S, {), is the Sobolev space of real functions with square integrable
second derivative subject to periodic boundary conditions, where { incor-
porates a roughness penalty as
{( f, g)=\( f, g)+:\( f ", g"), \ f, g # S,
being : the smoothing parameter. Then, Silverman’s method could be seen
as a particular case where we have S \=G, which yields PS s=I (identity)
and X=XS . With these settings, the operator S is derived in [8] in the
frequency domain to establish an algorithm obtaining this approach through
the PCA with the inner product \.
In our case, we are going to develop a generalization of the Silverman
procedure in the framework provided by Hilbert valued random variables
for the continuous inner product previously presented. These results allows
to translate the Silverman’s smooth PCA methodology to other settings
and more complex data structures (spatial data, multivariate process, etc.
Then, we can obtain the following result.
Lemma 5.1. Under the conditions of this section, we have
U\X (g)=U
\
XS(g), \g # S.
Proof. Given g # S, we have for any w # 0
U\X (g)(w)=\(g, X(w))=\(g, X(w)&XS(w))+\(g, XS(w)).
By using that \(g, X(w)&XS(w))=0 it yields U\X (g)(w)=U
\
XS(w).
Definition 5.2 (Hybrid Functional PCA). The present generalization
of Silverman’s method define the principal components by [U\X (gi): i # I],
and the associated principal factors, denoted by [gi : i # I]/S, are defined
in a iterative way as follows
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v g1= Arg Max
g # S, &g&{=1
Var[U \X (g)],
v if i>1, then gi= Arg max
g # S, &g&{=1
Var[U \X ( g)] {( g, g j)=0, \ j<i.
Note that the orthonormal condition over the p.f.’s is established by {,
while the variability of p.c.’s is established by \. Thus the set of p.f.’s makes
up an orthormal system in (S, {). In this definition we are imposing a
smooth restriction to the p.f.’s given by the fact that they belongs to a
smooth subspace S.
On the other hand, the function to be maximized in each step of the
above iterative method is given by using Lemma 51 as
Var[U \X (g)]=Var[U
\
XS], \g # S.
It follows from Proposition 4.7 that the objective function also satisfies
Var[U\XS(g)]=Var[U
{
S 2 (XS)(g)], \g # S.
Hence, the Silverman’s method could be regarded as the PCA of the S-valued
random variable S2(XS) with the inner product {. This result is shown in
the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3 (Generalization of PCA of Smoothed Data). The
functional hybrid PCA can be regarded as the PCA of S2(XS) with the inner
product {.
In [8] an algorithm is given in order to perform the proposed method.
This algorithm can be regarded as an equivalence between Silverman’s
method and the PCA of half-smoothed data with the usual L2 norm. We
will try to obtain such a equivalence in our case.
Proposition 5.4 (Generalization of PCA of Half-smoothed Data). The
functional hybrid PCA is equivalent to PCA of S(XS) with the inner product
\. That is, [(!i , gi): i # I] are the principal components and factors obtained
by the hybrid PCA if and only if [(!i , S&1(gi)): i # I] are principal com-
ponents and factors from the PCA of S(XS) with \.
Proof. Taking into account that S2(XS)=S(S(XS)) and using Theorem
4.10, we obtain that PCA of S2(XS) with { is equivalent to PCA of S(XS)
with \, where this equivalence is established in the same sense as this
theorem. K
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